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Vista nonprofit works to bring back endangered species
(Vista, CA) - The African Conservancy, a non-profit organization dedicated to preserving African
wildlife and cultures, is developing several programs to protect and rehabilitate the rhino
population in Zambia. The rhino is indigenous to Zambia, yet there are only 5 individuals
left in the country. As part of the conservation campaign, the AC will partner with
various agencies, to implement a breed and release program that
includes procuring rhinos, breeding them on the edge of a national park, and releasing their
offsprings into the park as young adults.
Species reintroduction is one of the many areas of concern for the Conservancy. The
organization’s philosophy is holistic. Its process is to research and identify geographical areas
where the harmonious relationship between man and nature has been disrupted and then to
formulate a plan by which to address the identified threats.
Following this process, the Conservancy has identified threats to Zambian wildlife and
habitats, and to the self-sufficiency of the rural Zambian communities. To address these
threats, the AC is developing an environmental/wildlife education program for children in urban
and rural Zambian schools; increasing the number and capacity of Zambian anti-poaching units;
analyzing the viability of ranching cooperatives to eliminate the practice of poaching for meat;
and supporting the local economies through various programs such as Conservancy travel, the
online art gallery and store, and coffee and textile import projects.
Corinne Waldenmayer, African Conservancy Executive Director and co-founder, is
African and highly sensitive to the cultural issues that surround African wildlife and cultural
preservation. She emphasizes that “…ultimately, the Africans will determine the fate of their
environment. The African Conservancy cannot be an aid agency. It must be an empowering
agency.”
Corinne Waldenmayer, and Norbert Waldenmayer, the organization’s Chairman and cofounder, live in Africa part of the year. While on location, they assess situations and trends,
and deepen their relationships with the political and business communities as well as with the
rural communities, to ensure that the Conservancy programs are born out of African grass-roots
movements. “For any wildlife, cultural or socio-economic program to succeed in Africa, it must
be born from within the community where it is to be delivered. We can act as educators,
informing people of their choices, and of the consequences those choices are likely to have.
But it is the people who must make those choices. And when the African chooses the path of

preservation, then our mission has become their goal, and we will support them,” says Corinne
Waldenmayer.
As a result of their business backgrounds, the Waldenmayer’s know the organization
needs to meet business standards of success. The organization’s return on investment is
measured, not in dollars, but in the ratio of objectives met to the dollars spent. “The non-profit
environment is extremely competitive,” says Norbert Waldenmayer, “and only organizations
driven by business principles such as ROI are likely to meet their objectives in the coming
years.”
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About African Conservancy
The African Conservancy is a non-profit organization with a mission to preserve African
wildlife and traditional cultures through environmental and cultural conservation programs in
both Africa and the U.S. The African Conservancy provides educational opportunities, travel
programs and art acquisition services to its members. For more information about the
organization and its offerings, please visit http://www.africanconservancy.org.
Founders of African Conservancy
Corinne Waldenmayer
Born and raised in Africa, Corinne is a consummate world traveler who never lost her
strong attachment to the continent. After being educated in Europe and the United States, she
retired from an executive position after nearly twenty-years in the US corporate world, and
returned home, determined to make a difference. As the African Conservancy's President and
Executive Director, she is committed to applying her business and technical skills, her
knowledge of philanthropy, and her love and understanding of Africa to promote the
preservation of African wildlife and traditional cultures, which she believes are our global
heritage, the last true instance of the divine design, a portal to human spirituality, and the key to
some of life's most profound mysteries.
Norbert Waldenmayer
Also an expatriate, Norbert Waldenmayer left his native Germany at the age of five to
grow up in the San Fernando Valley, outside of Los Angeles, CA, also known as The Jungle.
With an advanced degree in development and city planning and management, Norbert is a
visionary who has spent the best part of his professional life re-developing blighted city areas,
and developing rural and suburban areas in an eco-friendly fashion. A lover of animals and
open-spaces and a champion of the underprivileged, Norbert lost his heart to Africa the first time
he set foot on the continent. As the African Conservancy Chairman and Founder, he is
determined to apply his very significant resources to its preservation and enhancement.
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